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SOME ESTIMATES FOR A WEIGHTED L2 PROJECTION

JAMES H. BRAMBLE AND JINCHAO XU

Abstract. This paper is devoted to the error estimates for some weighted

L projections. Nearly optimal estimates are obtained. These estimates can

be applied to the analysis of the usual multigrid method, multilevel precondi-

tioner and domain decomposition method for solving elliptic boundary prob-

lems whose coefficients have large jump discontinuities.

1. INTRODUCTION

This work was motivated by the study of the numerical solution of elliptic

boundary value problems that have large discontinuity jumps in coefficients. If

these jumps become larger, the corresponding discretized (by finite elements,

for example) equation may be harder to solve. In some special cases, how-

ever, multigrid or domain decomposition methods can be properly designed so

that the numerically observed convergence rate is actually independent of these

jumps. We find that the theoretical justification of this phenomenon lies in cer-

tain approximation and stability properties of some weighted L projections

with weights provided by the discontinuous coefficients (cf. [10, 11, 4]). The

point is that we want to get estimates which are uniform with respect to the

weights.

A careful study of this type of weighted L projection will be made in this

paper. We shall establish estimates that are nearly optimal under some special

circumstances. In a sequel of this paper, we shall present some negative results

to demonstrate that the expected estimates are not always possible, in general,

and the results in the paper are sharp in a certain sense.

Related to the topic of this paper is the usual L projection. Some error

and stability estimates for such a projection are also presented with complete

proofs.

As is done in [10], we will use the following notation:

x < y,    f > g,    and   u x v
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which means that

x < Cy,    f >cg,    and   cv < u < Cv ,

where C and c are positive constants independent of the variables appearing

in the inequalities and any other parameters related to meshes, spaces, etc.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In §2, some preliminary

material, such as the Sobolev spaces, finite element spaces, etc., will be pre-

sented. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis of the usual L projection. The

main estimates for weighted L2 projections will be presented in §4.

2. Preliminaries

Let QcR ( 1 < rf < 3) be a bounded domain. For simplicity, we assume

that Q is an interval for d = 1, a polygon for d = 2, and a polyhedron for

d = 3. On Q, LP(Q) denotes the usual Banach space consisting of p th power

integrable functions. The Sobolev space of index (m, p) is defined by

Wm,p(Q) = {v e Lp(Q):Dav e LP(Q) if |a| < m},

with a norm

» Up
def

wm-p(0) - | ¿j ii" "iii^n)

|a|<77t

where a = (ax, ... , aß is a multi-integer and

al«l
l> = —x-ñ~ >       M = y  a¡.

oxx        xd ¡=l

For p = 2, by convention, we denote

Hm(Q) = Wm-2(Çl).

We will have occasion to use the following seminorms:

» l,p

ii —f I V^ u nQ  i\p
\v\wm-'(a) - I  2^ H    v»L'(a)

\\a\=m

For m = 1, Hr\(£l) denotes the subspace of H (Q) consisting of functions that

vanish on dCl in an appropriate sense. Similarly, for a measurable ro c <9f2,

Hy\ (£2) is the space consisting of functions in H   that vanish on ro .

We quote the following well-known Sobolev continuous imbeddings [1]:

( L°°(ü), ifd=l,

Lp(Cl)(l<p<oc),    ifd = 2,
(2.1) Hl(Q)

{L6(Q), ifd = 3.
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Lemma 2.1. We have

llMllLJ(9íi)~e-1|lMllL2(í2)+ellMll//'(n)     Vuetf'tíí),   £6(0,1).

For a proof, we refer to [10].

The following result is a special case of Theorem 2.1 in [10]. (Cf. also [9].)

Lemma 2.2. Assume D is a bounded domain in R with dD Lipschitz contin-

uous. Then

H^lli'-'cx» ~ llo8«|1/2||w||ffi{/,j + e||u;||B,i.oo{/>)   Vw e WUco(D), ee(0, 1).

Next we introduce the finite element space. For 0 < h < 1, let i^ be a

triangulation of Q with simplices K of diameter less than or equal to h . We

assume the family {ATh} is quasiuniform, i.e., there are constants c0 > 0 and

cx > 0 such that

h max^
max -± <Cr,,        —:-- <c,    V/î,
Ke9-h pK -  ° min^ "   >

where hK is the diameter of K and pK is the diameter of the largest ball

contained in K. Corresponding to each triangulation ^, we define a finite el-

ement subspace Sh c H0 (Q) that consists of continuous piecewise (with respect

to the elements in ^ ) linear polynomials vanishing on <9Q.

For a given triangulation ^, we consider a finer quasiuniform mesh ^ with

h < h which is obtained by refining ^ in such a way that

Sh c5j,

where Sh C Hr\ (Q) is the corresponding finite element space defined on «^.

It is well known that, for any function v e Sh

(2.2) \\v\¿2{Q) a hd J2 v2(x),

where Jrh is the set of vertices of the triangulation ATh , and

(2.3) IHl-w £/rrf/>||L,(0)       (l<p<oo).

The right-hand side of (2.2) is often called the discrete L2 norm. Inequality

(2.3) is the well-known inverse property of the finite element spaces (cf. [5]).

Lemma 2.3. For all v € Sh(Q.),

Nlff'(0)> ifd=l,

|l°g/2!1/2|MU0,,       ifd = 2,(2.4) IMIL~(0) S { i//'(íi) '

■1/2,,..,, ifd = y

Proof. The first inequality (for d = 1 ) follows from the usual Sobolev imbed-

ding (in (2.1)). The second is well known in the literature (cf. [3]) and can be
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easily obtained by using Lemma 2.2 together with the inverse inequality (2.3)

with e = h.

The proof of the last case for d = 3 is also almost trivial and can be furnished

by using the inverse inequality (2.3) and Sobolev imbedding (2.1):

\\v\\l~(CI) * ¿"1/2|MlL'(fi) S h~ll2\\v\\Hi(ay   □

The most interesting part in Lemma 2.3 is perhaps for d = 2. That is just

the limiting case in which the Sobolev imbedding fails. The following is another

such example.

Lemma 2.4. Assume Q ¿s a polyhedral domain in R3. Then

\\v\\Li^Z\\ogh\xl2\\v\\H¡{m   VveS*(íi),

where T is any edge of Q.

Proof. By breaking the domain Q into (possibly overlapping) subdomains that

have parallel faces in one direction, we may assume here, without loss of gen-

erality, that Q = (0, l)3 is the unit cube. Applying the inequality in Lemma

2.2 with the domain D = (0, I)2 and w = v(xx, x2, x3), we get

|u(0,0,x3)|2< |loge| /  [v2 + J2 -qJ   ) dxxdx2

+ e \\v\\Wi,oo{Q)   Ve € (0, 1).

Integrating with respect to x3, we get

/   |v(0, 0, x3)|2£/x3 < |loge| ||í¿í||¿i(n) + e2||v||^i,oo(£2)   Ve€(0,l).

Taking e = /z3/2 and applying the inverse inequality yields

\\v\\L2{r)z\iogh\l/2\\v\\Hi{Q) W€Sh(n),

where r = {(0, 0, x3):0 < x3 < 1}.

Similar arguments obviously apply to the other edges of Q, and the proof is

complete.   D

3. Ordinary L2 projections

In this section, we shall consider the usual L projection with respect to the

ordinary L2 inner product (namely without weights).

Associated with the finite element space Sh, the L2 projection Qh:L2(Çl) r-»

Sh is defined by

(Qhu,v) = (u,v)   VueL2(n), veSh.

The aim of this section is to establish some estimates for Qn on Hl in both

the L2 and Hx norms, namely for all u e //¿(ß)

(3.1) ll"-ß*"llL'(n)SA|ii|ff.(n)
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and

(3-2) lö*Mlff'(0) ~ Mjï'w

The above estimates are closely related to the so-called simultaneous approxi-

mation property:

(3.3) ^g(\^-X\\^{a)+h\\u-x\\„i{a))^h\\u\\Hi{a)   VueH^O).

More specifically, we have

Lemma 3.1.  (3.1) and (3.2) both hold if and only if (3.3) is true.

The proof, which uses the triangle inequality and also the inverse property,

is straightforward.

Inequality (3.3) has been assumed in some papers on finite elements, but it

seems that little attention is paid to its proof. The stability of the L2 projection

in the Hx norm was perhaps first established by Bank and Dupont in [2]. Their

proof, however, requires the full elliptic regularity condition (which is unnec-

essary). A discussion of this problem in two dimensions may also be found in

Crouzeix and Thomée [6]. Recently, Scott and Zhang [8] have constructed a

kind of interpolation operator for nonsmooth functions that can also be used to

give a proof of this result. As we pointed out earlier, it can be directly obtained

by assuming the simultaneous approximation property (3.3), which is actually

the approach that Mandel, McCormick, and Bank take in [7]. For avoiding

a logical circle, the question remains as to how the simultaneous approxima-

tion property is justified. Our approach here is to establish the stability by a

different argument and obtain the simultaneous approximation property as a

consequence.

L2 error estimates. As we have assumed that d < 3, the Sobolev imbedding

H2(Q) <-» C(fí) holds. Therefore, the usual nodal value interpolant 7A:C(fí) i->

Sh is well defined in H2 . It is well known that (cf. [5])

(3.4) ||u - Qhu\\L2{S1) < \\u - Ihu\\û(Çl) < h2\u\HHa)   W 6 H2(Cl) n H0\il).

On the other hand,

(3.5) IIw-OA^oj^INIl'ío)   VWeL2(Q).

An application of the standard interpolation technique to the above two esti-

mates yields

Theorem 3.2. For u e fíhü),

(3.6) ll"-ßA"llL>(ii)^l"l//'(nr

Hl  stability. The main ingredient in our analysis is a local L   projection

QT: L (t) h-> £Px (x) , for any given re^, defined by

(Qxu,<p)Li(T) = (u,cp)L2      VweL2(r), 0€^,(T).
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Let f be the standard reference element, so that for any re^ we have an
2

affine diffeomorphism Fx:f i-» t. For any function «eL(i),we adopt the

following standard notation:

v(x) = v(F(x)),       x e f.

If Qi is defined similarly, it is then straightforward to verify that

(3.7) Qßu = ßfu.

These locally defined operators have the desired stability and approximation

properties, as shown by

Lemma 3.3. For any re^

'(r) ~ I"I//-'(t)(3.8) löT"Ur) S |«UT)   VueH\t),

and

(3.9) \\u-QxU\\L\r)^h\U\H\r)     V" € H\x).

Proof. It follows from (3.7) that (3.8) is equivalent to

(3.10) lß,u|*'(t) S l"l//'(f)   Vâe/Aî).

As all the norms on ^(f) are equivalent, we have

IÔî"l//'(f) 2  llßfÖ||^(f)  <  l|Û||L2(f) £ ||fi||j,l(t),

which, since Q^c = c for any c e R2 , implies that

lßi"ltf'(T) ~ ^S II" + *Hjr'(t) ~ l"l//'(r)-
06R

This proves (3.10) and hence (3.8).

Now we turn to the proof of (3.9). By changing variables and using (3.7), we

get

\\u-QxU\\r?(r)~hd,2\\Û-ÔtÛh\î)

„ ,d/2 .   . ii-  .   -ii - i¿/Vi
<A      inf\\u + c\\Hi[t)£h    \u\Him

c€R

„ ,d/2,l-d/2,   , ^ i.,   i
<A    A        |«|H.(t) < A|«|Hi(t).

This completes the proof.   D

We are now in a position to state and prove our stability theorem.

Theorem 3.4. For all u € HX(Q),

(3.11) lß*"ltf'(n) ~ Mff'(Q)-
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Proof. It follows from the inverse inequality, Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 3.3, that

\QhU\2H\il) = E IÖÄ«4'(t) < 2 £{|ßA" - QxU\W) + lßrMli'(t)}
r€^ re^

^E^"2|ßAM-ßrMli2(T) + lMli'(T)}

< E {A_2|l" - ßrME2(T) + lM¿'(r)} + Ä_2HM - ßAMlli2(£l)

The desired result then follows.   D

Remark 3.1. Notice that our proof of (3.11), which uses Qx, is carried out

element-by-element. Such a "local" argument is crucial for us to establish the
2

corresponding stability for the weighted L projection (with trivial modifica-

tion).

Simultaneous approximation properties. From the estimates we derived for Qh ,

property (3.3) then becomes clear by Lemma 3.1. In fact, this simultaneous

approximation property holds for more general boundary conditions. For ex-

ample, if ro c dSl is measurable, then we have

Proposition 3.5. For any u e H^ (Q), there exists vn e Sh n Hr (SI) such that

(3.3) holds.

4. Weighted L2 projection

This section, which is the core of the paper, is devoted to the analysis of the
2 2 1

weighted L projections. Both the L error estimates and H stability will be

investigated.

Assume the domain SI admits the following decomposition:

(4.1) n=usf,
!=1

where the Í2, are mutually disjoint. Let F denote the set of interfaces, i.e.,

T = Uf=1 dSij\dSl. For simplicity, we assume that T consists only of segments

(d = 2) or plane polygons (d = 3). In other words, no part of any dSlt is

curved.

Given a set of positive constants {(Ot}M , we introduce the following weight-

ed inner products:

j

(4.2) (U>V)Ll(Çl)=12(Ûi{-U>V)L\cly
i=\

and

(4.3) (u'v)hI(Ci) = J2(0í      Vu-Vvdx,
i=\        Jai
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with the induced norms denoted by || • ||L2,n) and | • \Hi,a), respectively. More-

over, we define a full weighted H   norm by

2 ii2 ,2

II ' llfli(ß) = I' ' "^(«)+ ' ' kw
We assume that SI is triangulated by a family of quasiuniform meshes

{^, h < 1}, as described earlier. An additional assumption we make here

is that these triangulations will be lined up with the subdomains Sli 's. Namely,

the restriction of each ^ on each Q; is also a triangulation of Sli itself.

The weighted L   projection Q^'.L (SI) h-> Sh is defined by

(4.4) (Q"u, v)Lijn) = (u, v)L2ja)   Vu e L2(Sl), veSh.

We will derive error estimates for Q" of the following type:

||(7 - ß>||L2(ii) < CA| logAfM^   Vw € HX(Sl)

for some positive constant y . The point here is that we require that the constant

C appearing in the above estimate does not depend on the weights {toß . Again,

we will use the notation " < " in place of " < C ", where C is in particular

independent of the weights.

The derivation of such an estimate is not as simple as it might appear. For

example, the argument used in the proof of Theorem 3.2 cannot be applied

easily here, even though we can get the estimates analogous to (3.4) and (3.5)

with proper weights. It is unclear if the interpolation between weighted 77 and

L spaces would give rise to the right space. Nevertheless, the proof for d = 1

is almost trivial. To be more precise, we have the following

Proposition 4.1. For d = 1, we have for all u e Hl(Sl)

and

\\(I-Qh)u\\Li{Q)Zh\u\HL{a)

\r>w  i < i  i
1^/! Mlff'(íi) ~ WfíAay

Proof. Since d = 1, we have 771 (SÎ) ■-♦ C(Si). Hence the nodal value inter-

polant Ih: C(Sl) K-» Sh is well defined in 77 . It is well known that (cf. [5]), for

any te^,

II" - 7AMHz.2(t) ~ ^"¿'(t)    Vm e ^V)-

Summing up over all îe5J with proper weights, we then get

||(7 - Ih)u\\L2ja) < Ch\u\Hl(a)   Vw € 77o1 (SI).

Our first inequality then follows, since ll(7-ß")«||L2,fi) < II(7-7a)m||¿2(ÍJ) . The

proof of the second inequality is similar to Theorem 3.4 by Lemma 3.3.   D

The above approach cannot, in general, be extended to higher dimensions

because of the lack of the imbedding 77 (SI) <-* C(Sl), although a similar tech-

nique can be applied, as is done in §4.2.1 below in some special circumstances
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when d = 2. The analysis for more general cases, especially for d = 3 , is more

complicated, and special techniques are needed.

4.1. The case of no internal cross point. By internal cross points we mean those

points on T that belong to more than two Sli 's. If there is no such point on

the interface, the analysis becomes very simple, and optimal estimates can be

derived.

We shall first present a lemma that shows that the estimate we need can be

reduced to the estimates on interfaces. To do this, let us introduce a weighted

inner product on L2(T) :

j    .

(u,v)l}(T, = Y\ / to¡uvdx
~7 Jaa^aa

Denoting Sh(T) =f {v\r:v € Sh}, let Pr:L2(T) h» Sh(T) be the orthogonal

projection with respect to (•, -)Li (r).

Lemma 4.2. For all u e Hx (SI),

11(7 - ßJ>||L2(n) ̂ A|"l/&o) + ̂ 1/2|l" - pruhl(ry
Proof. On each domain Sl¡, by Proposition 3.5, there exists a w¡ e 5A(ß(.)

such that

(4.5) ||w - wfL2m + h2\\u - wfunn, < A2||k|¿.,

Let w € Sh be such that

(n.)-r» ,|»    ^,n//'(f2;) ~» n«*iiff'(n.)-

at the nodes in SI,,,

1 T'pW,
Therefore, using (2.2),

w = <
I TV«,       on T.

j j
, ,|2 _ V»       ii ,i2 .   ,2
\U-W\\,2 4(0) ~ Ew«ii" - ™/Hl2(íí,.) + ä Ew7 E k™ - prM)^)l

í=i j=i     per,

j

< E^ll" - wi\i\a,) + A||w - 7Jrw||22)(r)
i=i

< £ C7j;.A2||MEl(íií) + A||« - PrM||22(r)
;=1

The desired result then follows, since

\\u-Qtu\\Ll(a)^\\u-w\\Ll(QY   D

From the above proof, we see that the validity of Lemma 4.2 has nothing

to do with cross points. Nevertheless, we only know its application to the case

that the interface has no internal cross points.
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Theorem 4.3. Assume the decomposition (4.1) has no internal cross points.

Then, for all u e Hx(Sl),

(4-6) IK'-ß^lL^AI"^

and

(4-7) io>k(n) * \u\HLw.
Proof. Define a function <¡> e Sn(T) by cf> = PT u, on each Ti, where PT  is

the orthogonal L2 projection from Z.2(r\) to the restriction of Sh to T;. By

the hypothesis that Y has no cross point, 4> is well defined. Note that on each

T; we have

\\u-<t>\\Li,v¡)< ||«-w,.||L2(r.r

By Lemma 2.1,

Hence,

I" - ^llW,.) ~ h   ' II" — WiÙ(Cl,) + hWU - WiÙ(Cli)

h\\u - wfji^ < ||M - wtftfçy + h2\\u - wtfjp^

Zh2\u\2Hl{ay

Consequently,

j

h\\u - Pvu\\Li(a) < A J2 °>M - <t>h2
2

'<r,:
;'=1

J
- i.2 V^      i   |2 7.2,   |2<A 2^(0^1^^ = h \u\hL(tí)-

ï=l

Applying Lemma 4.2 gives (4.6).

The proof of (4.7) is identical to that of (3.11 ). This completes the proof.   D

4.2. General case. When the interface has some internal cross points, the prob-

lem becomes somewhat more subtle. We will derive certain estimates under

some special circumstances.

4.2.1. Estimates for "finer" finite element functions. For d = 2, the embedding

771 (SI) <-* C(Sl) is not true in general, but it is "almost right" for the functions

in finite element subspaces, as is indicated by the second inequality in Lemma

2.3. This observation is the main motivation for the result in this subsection,

and the argument is similar to that used in the proof of Proposition 4.1.

Lemma 4.4. For any u e Sh and t£^,

A(log£)l/2|iV(T)       ifd = 2,

/.N 1/2

h[l)     l"l//'(r) ifd = 3,

where Ih:Sh<-^ Sh is the interpolation operator.

||(7-7A)«||L2(t)<1
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Proof. We first consider the case that d = 2. Let î be the standard reference

element; then

It follows from the discrete Sobolev inequality in Lemma 2.3 for d = 2 that

,   - /   a\1/2
ll(/-/A)u||¿2(t) <2||û||Lc.(t)< ^log^J     ||fi||ff,(t).

Replacing û by û + c for any constant c, we have

-    - /     A\1/2
W-hMuw- (lo&/J      infjlw + cll^^

c6R'

log-
1/2

%'(f)^(l0gÄ
A\1/2,

Mh'íx)

The desired result for d = 2 then follows. The proof for d = 3 only differs

in the type of Sobolev inequality (in (2.1)) used, and the details obviously need

not be repeated here. This completes the proof.   D

As a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4, we have

Theorem 4.5. For any ue Sh,

(    I     ;,\1/2
Hlogl)  |Mk(°)

ii('-ar)"iii¿(Q)< <
!/2

l*(i) i«k(Q)

ifd = 2,

ifd = 3

and

i/^<y  i
Iß* "I//.1(ii)

(log |)     \u\HL{a)       ifd = 2,

/,\ 1/2

4.2.2. Estimates for general H  functions. In this subsection, we shall derive

some estimates for functions in 77 .

The following lemma shows that nearly optimal estimates can be obtained in

general if the full weighted 77 ' norms are used.

I1/2!

Lemma 4.6. For all u e 770 (SI),

(4-8) Il(/-ß>ll4(n) sA|logAnMlff.(n).

Proof. The proof will be carried out separately for different dimensions, even

though the ideas in both cases are quite similar.

Case 1 :  d = 2. Let wf be as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and define w e Sh

by
w¡,        at the nodes inside Q(,

Peu,       at the nodes inside e c dSl¡,

0, at nodes elsewhere,

w = <
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2
where e c dSli is any edge of Q;  and Pe:L (e) i-> Sh(e) is the orthogonal

L (e) projection.

By (2.2),

IK - ^iii2^,.) ~ h2 E K - u;)2(x) ~ ¿2 E Ek - u;)2(x)

~hl E ( Ek - w2(*) + E «>?(*) ) •
<?Cdfi,   \x6<? jcëde /

We need to bound the two terms appearing in the last expression above. The

first term is easy:

E   ¿IK - PeUW2L\e) ~ AH" - Wit}(dat)
eCdCl,

Zllu-wf^ + h^u-wtftf^

< h2\\ II2~ "   llMll//'(£i.)'

where we have used Lemma 2.1 and (4.5).

The second term can be bounded by the second discrete Sobolev inequality

in Lemma 2.3:

E h* E^W-^I^^UNillA'ín^-^I^AIIlMllír'ín,.)-
eCdiï.      xC.de

Consequently,

llw-W/IlL^o.j^AltoiAl^llMlljï'iO,)-
Applying the above estimate, with the triangle inequality and (4.5), we get

(4.9)    ||m - u/||zj(flj) < ||m - Willen.) + ||w, - u;||£i(0() < A| logAI^HwH^,.

The desired result for d = 2 then follows.

Case 2 :  d = 3. Again, let toi be as in the proof of Lemma 4.2 and define

w eSh by
' wl;, at the nodes inside Slt,

PFu,       at the nodes inside F c dSlt,

0, at nodes elsewhere,

where F c dSl¡ is any face of Q; and PF:L (F) ^ Sh(F) is the orthogonal

L2(F) projection. Then

_w,ni2(ii() ~ ̂ 3 E K■- ™)2(x) ~ h% E Ek_u;)2(x)

w = <

IK

s*3 E   Ek-w'w+E^w
FCôiî,   \JteF xedF I

<   E (AH^.-^wlli^ + A^KII^)).
fcaa
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Again, we need to bound two terms appearing in the last expression above. For

the first term, we have

J2 AH«;,. - PFu\\2L2{F) < A||« - u/,||£>Wf)
FCdil,

^\\u-wfL2{Qi) + h2\\u-wltHiid0i)

< h2\\   II2

where we have used Lemma 2.1 and (4.5).

The second term can be bounded by the discrete Sobolev inequality in Lemma

2.4:

E a2IKHl2(8F) ~ h2\l°èh\ \\u\\2Hi{Q¡) S A2|logA| ||M|Èi(fi().
FCôiî,

Consequently,

Ww - wi\\û(ai) ~ h\lo^l/2^Hi(ciiy

As in (4.9), the estimate for d = 3 follows. This completes the proof.   G

As a direct consequence of the above lemma, we have

Theorem 4.7. If for all i, the (d - l)-dimensional Lebesgue measure of (9Q; n

dSi) is positive, then for all u £ H0(Sl)

(4.10) ||(7-ß^)M||4(n)<A|logA|1/2|M|//,(f2)

and

(4.11) lß>l//:(n)SllogÄ|1/2|Ml<(n)-

Proof. By hypothesis, we have HmH^i,™ ~ M^w™ d^ tne P°mcare inequality.

The estimate (4.10) then follows from (4.8). The estimate (4.11) can be proved

similarly as (3.11) by using (4.10).   D

Remark 4.1. The assumption concerning the measure of xneasd_x(dSli ndSl)
_i /2

in Theorem 4.7 cannot be removed, in general, and the deterioration A   '

in the estimate of Theorem 4.5 is also best possible. All these issues will be

discussed in a separate paper.
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